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MINISTER’S LETTER

Dear Friends
I have been very conscious as I have been walking around my area
recently and indeed by merely looking through the window, that
things are growing rapidly. Spring may finally be on its way! There
are signs of new growth everywhere.
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Growth is something we should encourage in others and seek for
ourselves. Creating the conditions for the growth of our faith in our
Church life is as essential as creating the right conditions for plants
to flourish. The season of Lent is one that often provides additional
opportunities for such growth when there are Lent groups available
and many people try to find time to read a book that will help their
faith to deepen. It is also a time when we can reflect on our own
personal journeys and perhaps ask the question, “Am I further
along the road than I was?” Alternatively, we might simply ask if we
feel we have grown in our faith.
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I also reflect though, that there are often things growing in the
garden that we do not wish to see growing there, or that plants can
run riot, stunting the growth of other things or actually growing to the
point where they need pruning in order to do better. There are
obvious comparisons with our lives! So another question we might
ask in Lent is whether or not there are things that are wrong in our
lives which need rooting out and eradicating.
Jesus gives us the chance and our lives will produce better fruit if,
with his help, we can get rid of those things. We know ourselves
how we think we have got rid of weeds at times only for them to
appear again no matter how many different weed killers we use!
Again, let us use the opportunity during these days of Lent so that
fresh good growth may be seen as the days grow longer and we are
more in the light.
Many people grew in faith after coming under the influence of Jesus
in the Bible and many have done so, since he made that journey
into Jerusalem, had a last supper with his friends, was betrayed in a
garden, faced trials and crucifixion and then rose again on the third
day; and he continues to provide opportunities for all people to grow,
for he came saying, “I am come that you might have life and have it
in all its fullness!”
With every blessing for Easter
Tanya
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PRAYER FOR CHANGE
This prayer also appears in the magazines of our covenanting
churches, St Andrew’s and St Edmund’s.
Eternal God,
We thank you that you are also a God of creation who is
committed to what you have made, restoring, revitalising and
bringing new possibilities.
Above all we amazed that you concern yourself with us who are
but a tiny fragment of your work and we thank you that you have
made yourself known to us in the person of Jesus Christ. As we
imitate Christ we are drawn into your life and are promised that
we also become your children.
And yet we remain imperfect. We use your gifts for our own ends
and remain in so many ways centred on self rather than on you.
Forgive us our failure to be stewards of the earth and for our
exploitation of its resources and rich diversity. Forgive us our
doubts and anxieties as we face the uncertainties of the pandemic
and help us to trust you and look to the future with hope.
Amen
WORSHIP IN MARCH
The following is provisional depending on whether churches are
open again for services by March.
Lidgett Park:
7th

March 11.00 am

Mr Andy Birkett

14th

March 11.00 am

Revd Tanya Short

21st

March 11.00 am

Mr Stephen Jones

28th

March 11.00 am

Revd Tanya Short

Palm Sunday
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Shadwell:
7th

March 9.30 am

Revd Tanya Short

14th

March 9.30 am

Mrs Mary Patchett

21st

March 9.30 am

Revd Tanya Short

28th

March 9.30 am

Mr David Laycock

Palm Sunday

WORLD DAY OR PRAYER 2021
As ever this service is on the first Friday in March and will be
hosted, on zoom, by St Edmunds. The service has been prepared
by the women of Vanuatu, which used to be known as the New
Hebrides. We would be delighted for anyone to join us on Friday
5th March from 6:45 onwards for a 7pm start. Zoom code 050
8722 2230 passcode 546771. If anybody would like one of the
service booklets they could be collected from me during the week
before. We hope to have a box of them outside church at the same
time, and if you don't live too far from me I could deliver. Hope to
see you
Pat Nolan
SOME SAD NEWS
It is with sadness that we report the death of Hazel Pearce who
died on Friday 12th February. Hazel was a long-standing member
of Lidgett Park where she was a mainstay of our Children’s Church
and also helped Jeanette Battle in the play centre group. She was
also well-known to many in Shadwell where she grew up as a girl.
We also offer our thoughts and prayers to Ruth Albiges, one of our
members, whose mother died on 9th February.
Stan Pearson
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THE ENIGMA OF THE CROSS: a three-part series by John S.
Summerwill
1. The Place of the Cross in Christianity
We might suppose that the cross has always been the
symbol of Christianity and ours alone. Not so! It is both
older and younger than Christianity and belongs to others
as well as to Christians. One of its oldest forms is the ankh
(see left)—a hieroglyph often seen in ancient Egyptian art,
especially in tombs, for it symbolises life, breath and
eternal life. The Egyptian deities and pharaohs hold it in
their hand as a key. So when Christianity came to Egypt in
the fourth and fifth centuries this is one symbol that converted
pagans brought with them into Coptic Christianity, where it remains.
Neo-Pagans in the twentieth century rediscovered it and many wear
it today as a necklace or use it in other ways.
Western Christianity kept its head down under Roman persecution,
preferring secret symbols like the ichthus. Yet there is evidence in
the writings of the Church Fathers that the cross was used as a
Christian sign in the second century and that Christians made a
marking of a cross upon the forehead and the chest as a talisman
against demonic forces. Some were accused of worshipping the
cross, and Tertullian and other Fathers had to write to refute the
charge.
Life became easier for Christians after the Emperor
Constantine saw an image of a cross in front of the sun in
312 AD before the Battle of the Milvian Bridge, and with it
the words (in Greek) ‘by this sign you will conquer.’ He
took it as a signal of God’s favour and the chi-rho symbol
became a mark on his soldiers’ shields and banners. It combines the
Greek letters chi (χ) and rho (ρ), the beginning of the name of Christ.
Thereafter Christianity became the legal religion of the Roman
Empire. There are theologians today who regard Constantine’s
political takeover of Christianity and creation as Christendom as a
disastrous perversion of the faith of Christ, and his association of the
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name of Christ with military conquest as a blasphemy. The cross
has, alas, figured all too often as a war banner.
From Constantine onwards the cross became ubiquitous in
Christianity. Most Christians in the world are Catholic or Orthodox.
They frequently sign themselves with the cross: in Eastern
Orthodox tradition the sequence is head-heart-right shoulder-left
shoulder, while in Catholic, Lutheran and Anglican tradition the
sequence is head-heart-left-right. Orthodox always wear the cross
necklace given them when they were baptised as infants. Crossed
fingers is a sign of the cross, debased when it is used as
superstition, a sign of faith when used in prayer or in benediction, as
it often is in icons. Bishops place + before their signature. Calvin
and other reformers regarded all symbolism with suspicion, fearing
superstition, and discontinued the use of self-crossing. If they used a
cross at all, it was in its simplest form. That it is the tradition we have
inherited in Methodism. The practice of wearing a cross as a badge,
a necklace or pendant (a pectoral cross) would have been abhorrent
to early Methodists: it is not uncommon now.
The cross is often the ground plan for churches and cathedrals, and
here too there are differences in Eastern and
Western usage. The Eastern Orthodox often
favour a cross with arms of equal length both
for symbol and for church design. Typically
churches in Greece, Russia and Serbia have
four equal transepts meeting under a central
dome. Inside the dome an icon of Christ
Pantocrator (ruler of all) looks down in
blessing on his people just above the place
where the bread and wine of the eucharist are given by the priest to
the people. Heaven and earth are linked at the centre of the cross.
In Western churches it is more common for the nave to be much
longer than the chancel and transepts, and in many instances the
chancel is deliberately out of line with the nave, veering to the right
to reflect the way Jesus’ head drooped on the cross. The high altar
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was traditionally placed far away at the east end, distancing it from the
people to reflect its holiness, though most Anglican churches and
cathedrals now have another altar at the crossing, having learnt
something from the Orthodox about putting communion with Christ at
the centre.
In Orthodox, Catholic, Anglican and Lutheran traditions the Feast of
the Holy Cross or Exaltation of the Holy Cross is held on September
14th to commemorate the consecration of the basilica built in
Jerusalem by Constantine’s mother, Helena, after the supposed
discovery there of the true cross in the fourth century. The Holy
Sepulchre Church now stands on that site, marking both the site of the
crucifixion and of the resurrection.
Christians have used the cross in many different
shapes and styles. Some hold that the crucifixion
would actually have been performed on a stauros, an
upright post with no crossbar. Jehovah’s Witnesses
believe this and do not use the cross symbol because
they think it historically inaccurate and because they
believe focus on it is idolatrous. Some historians think
the original cross would have been T-shaped. The
most common form, a simple horizontal across a
diagonal, is supplemented in some Papal and Orthodox
crosses by additional shorter horizontals to represent the charge
written over the head of Jesus and a sloping footbar that points to
heaven in one direction and to hell in the other, since this is a sign
both of invitation and of warning.

Few stories have been represented so often and in such various ways
in sculpture, paintings and music as Christ’s crucifixion. Handel’s
Messiah, Stainer’s The Crucifixion and Schwartz’ Godspell are but
three examples of the drama of the music reflecting and intensifying
the intrinsic drama of the story.
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In the other articles I will explore more of the meaning of the
various sorts of crosses for Christians. However, we should note,
as I said at the start, that the cross is not our symbol alone. Its
message for Christians is confusing enough, because it is
extraordinary that an instrument of cruel torture and judicial murder
should be used as a symbol of hope and life. But it also carries
mixed messages because others use it for other meanings. It is
part of a compass rose, pointing to the cardinal directions. Crossed
swords are a map symbol for a battle. The skull and crossbones
flew on pirate ships as a symbol of terror. The Klu Klux Klan used
burning crosses to terrorise black Americans. Yet there is no evil
intent and no religious meaning in the use of a cross on flags, as it
commonly is in Britain, in Scandinavia and elsewhere. Even the
swastika is a form of cross. Before the Nazis stole it,
reversed it and rotated it 45°, it was an Indian symbol of
divinity and spirituality, prosperity and good fortune,
older than Christianity and still used in Hinduism,
Buddhism and Jainism.
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Reproduced with permission of the BBC
As we reach the one year anniversary of COVID 19 in Europe,
stories of those who have been on the frontline in our hospitals are
emerging. One is of a nurse from the Lewisham Hospital in South
London, who shared with BBC news that she felt guilt every day
when she went home, guilt because of those who could not be
saved. She said, ‘You feel you haven’t done anything even though
you’ve done everything’.
This nurse and indeed other health workers are not the only ones
to feel guilty at this time. Parents are struggling to home-school
their children whilst trying to run businesses from the dining room
table, fearing that they are failing both. Those with relatives in care
homes imagine the loneliness of their dear ones in spite of Zoom
and Skype and feel inadequate. Then there are those who feel
guilty that they can’t do more, because their age keeps them at
home, preventing them from volunteering in food banks or other
frontline services. This leads to a division between those who are
rushed off their feet but feel that they should be giving more and
those who see the stay-at-home message as stripping them of
their ability to contribute. And guilt may attach to each.
Guilt of this kind often stems from our empathy and our love, from
the capacity of our hearts to feel for the suffering of others. It has
nothing to do with our own inadequacies, although our minds trick
us into thinking it has.
Forms of religion that continually stress our human inadequacy or
our sin don’t help here. Certainly, faiths such as Judaism,
Christianity and Buddhism stress that there is something wrong
with humanity in terms of our selfishness. Yet, they also warn of
the dangers of being so hard on ourselves that we lose sight of the
good we are capable of doing. Ringing through the Hebrew Bible
and the New Testament are the words, ‘Love your neighbour as
yourself’ – implying the importance of kindness to self. And in
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Buddhism, a very popular meditation on loving kindness begins
with self. I’ve used it often. First, I surround myself with loving
kindness, saying ‘May I be well. May I be happy’. Only then do I
move to surrounding others with loving kindness until I reach those
whom I find it difficult to like, still saying ‘May you be well. May you
be happy’.
As an antidote to guilt or to feelings that we are inadequate,
perhaps a dose of loving kindness and compassion towards
ourselves is necessary, now more than ever.
Dr Elizabeth Harris - 10/02/2021
MURIEL LANGLEY 16.01.24 - 15.01.21
Mum was blessed with a long life and a
happy marriage.
As a young girl she was actively involved
with Hillsborough Wesley Methodist Church,
both in worship and social activities. Mum
had a special interest and talent for panto
and starred as the principal character in a
number of church theatrical productions.
Some may have seen her picture (kept in
her old b&w photo album collection) as an
attractive looking Peter Pan.
It was through this church she met Fred.
Mum and dad were married in 1948, a marriage lasting 68 years
until dad’s passing in 2016. It was a very well-balanced traditional
type of relationship, whereby mum managed all domestic duties and
dad finances.
During the later war years mum worked in a First Aid Post in
Sheffield, together with her sister Barbara. I’ve heard her recalling
thoughts of that time “God help anyone unlucky enough to be sent
for treatment in our unit!”. She also helped out as a cook – although
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in later years mum was better known for her baking skills,
especially cakes and scones.
Being a true Yorkshire lass, she initially disliked the prospect of us
moving to the Midlands when dad received an irresistible job offer,
but soon adjusted very well to life in Wolverhampton. Mum started
a small playgroup and was thought of very fondly by the young
children and parents alike. Her concealed hopes for returning to
Yorkshire came true after a few years when dad secured a senior
position at Leeds Polytechnic. Then volunteering for meals on
wheels, often serving clients who were considerably younger than
herself.
It was around this time tragedy struck with my sister Barbara’s
death at age 26.
I believe mum’s ability to empathize helped her to cope through
an extremely difficult period, and I can reflect on a few of her life
events where her heightened sense of compassion becomes
strikingly evident:
While it was understood at the time a certain individual was
entirely responsible for my sister’s decline, mum had the
extraordinary courage to rise above the (totally warranted) sense
of anger and helplessness most of us felt. I can remember her
even reaching out to him with an expression of compassion,
feeling sorry for this lost soul.
During all this crisis I was employed in the Merchant Navy, not
serving my parents grief very well. I did enjoy he luxury of
significant leave periods, but mum had to get used to my constant
departures – in fact for the remainder of her life. She never
complained even when I emigrated to Canada in 1979 but thought
for my happiness above hers.
Going back many years, mum was successful in obtaining a
position as a security guard for M&S. On her very first day she
noticed a middle-aged lady stealing some small items. I can’t
remember whether she said it was food or clothing, but mum
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thought this poor looking individual was most likely in desperate
need, so she decided to turn a blind eye and not challenge or
report the incident. Needless to say, she tendered her resignation
that same day!
Both mum and dad were extremely happy to find a strong
fellowship at Lidgett Park Methodist Church when moving to Leeds
in the mid 1970’s. They were keen to be a part of the extensive
social network within the church, with its various activity groups.
Especially significant for mum was her appreciation for joining a
church community passionate about the quality delivery of music.
Mum had a wonderful aptitude for singing and belonged to various
choirs in Leeds, including the Leeds College of Music Choral
Society, Leeds Methodist Choir and of course Lidgett, and possibly
some others I don’t know of. A pure Contralto in much demand. To
quote from Joan Roberts’ message of condolence: “Muriel was
such a lovely, warm lady who enjoyed being with people and
brought humour and joy to many situations. She was such an asset
in all Joe’s various choirs with her deep contralto tones (a “proper”
contralto, not a soprano who can’t sing high notes anymore!) and
her enthusiasm for all things choral.”
I would like to close by saying how fortunate mum was to know you
all as family, for all your love and support over the years, especially
since dad’s passing in 2016. It was naturally a real challenge for
her living alone, but she coped extremely well. Thanks too for the
comfort and care given to mum by MHA Gledhow care home for
the past 17 months. She adjusted well and surprisingly quickly to
her new environment, and valued the friendship and support
provided by all the staff.
With a youthful and friendly nature, we will all miss her grace,
selflessness and compassion.
Rest easy on the wings of eternity.
Clive Langley
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GORDON BROOKE 27.07.1938 - 28.12.2020
Gordon was born in Staincliffe Hospital, Dewsbury on 22nd July
1938.
He grew up in Dewsbury and attended the Wheelwright Grammar
School. . Gordon took his O Levels at 14, A Levels at 16 and S
Levels at 18, securing a place at Durham University in 1956. While
waiting to go to Durham he worked for the Dewsbury Bus Company
compiling the timetables. When the time came to go to university he
returned to see his headmaster to tell him he wouldn’t be going to
Durham as he had been offered a permanent job at the bus
company. His headmaster simply said “Brooke you will not bring
shame on this school; you are going to university”. In those days
you didn’t argue with authority so Gordon duly went to Durham! His
advice over the years and very recently to Joe, his grandson, was
to study the subjects you enjoy. His best friend’s father was the
school’s German teacher who persuaded him to take O Level
German at 16 thus starting his love affair with Germany which
remained throughout his life. He attended evening classes and
became quite proficient in reading and speaking the language.
He eventually arrived in Durham where he was a member of
University College which was housed in Durham Castle, working in
the Science labs where he met Pat who was the Professor of
Physics’ secretary. He graduated with a first class honours degree
in 1959 and then stayed on to do research into cosmic rays for
which he was awarded a Ph.D.
Pat and Gordon were married in 1964 and had three wonderful
children. He was a private and quiet man who loved his home and
family. As soon as he came home from work he took over looking
after the children, eventually putting them to bed and reading
endless stories. Favourites were Winnie the Pooh, Thomas the
Tank Engine and Beatrix Potter. He had a habit of changing the
names in the book to the children’s names just to wind them up –
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and it worked! Pat of course, would be exhausted by this time and
probably needed to get ready for the drama group!
He was extremely proud of his children and the paths they had
taken in life but disappointed that none of them followed him down
the science route. He also loved his grandchildren, Jessica,
Joseph, Molly and Jarrod who visited him regularly.
His first ’proper job’, as his relations would say, was as a lecturer in
physics at Leeds University where he stayed until his early
retirement through ill health. Apart from his lecturing commitments
he was Admissions Tutor for 10 years and also departmental
museum keeper together with a group of interested colleagues. In
the department he would organise social events such as the
children’s Christmas Party and walking trips into the Dales.
Everyone went by coach and then back to 8 Holt Rise for Chinese
takeaway. He was keen that academic and technical staff should
join together socially and these events encouraged this.
Gordon’s real passion was buses. He started making cardboard
scale models at the age of 7 and was still doing so at 82. He
owned a 1948 Yorkshire
Woollen Leyland Tiger PS1
which he found in a dreadful
state on some farm land. He
recognised the registration
number HD7905 as the bus he
went to school on. He restored
the bus to factory condition
taking 13 years to do so and
won many awards at bus
rallies. Michael’s contribution
was helping attach the white
and gold stripe on the body, one very cold weekend in Sheffield.
Michael’s boys’ memories are dominated by rides on granddad’s
bus or the “Boneshaker” as they called it. Its final journey in 2019
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was to a rally in Crow Nest Park, Dewsbury with all the family. It
now resides at the South Yorkshire Transport Museum.
His other main interest was electronics. When Pat first met
Gordon he had just finished building a radiogram which took over
a large part of the sitting room in his digs. Later he became more
ambitious and built his first colour TV set which he finished just in
time to see the first man on the moon in 1969. He would
eventually build 6 more for ‘friends’. The children remember him
tuning it from behind the TV, looking through a mirror positioned in
front of the TV, resting on a chair. The test card was always on.
In 1972, he gave his first set to the National Museum of
Photography, Film and Television in Bradford.
Both Pat and Gordon enjoyed walking; they had to as they owned
6 dogs over the years. Their favourite place was the North York
Moors, in particular Rosedale Abbey, where Gordon became
fascinated with the history of the iron mining landscape. He would
spend hours there working out where the old railway lines ran.
He was green before green was even a subject that was talked
about, ahead of his time. He mended everything, wore jumpers
with holes and hated anything going to waste. He never threw
anything away that he could mend. He always complained about
the ’throw away’ society. This irritated Pat as she never got
anything new: kettles, toasters, washing machines were always
repaired. He would be delighted today that his last journey was in
a coffin made from recyclable material.
Later on in life after his heart problems in 2018 he still managed to
build a fence together with Michael and Joe and lay paths in the
garden. Something Michael was very proud to have done with his
dad.
Gordon’s love of music was very broad. He had a vast selection of
records and CDs. He reached Grade 8 piano but unfortunately
piano practice clashed with A levels and he never played again
until recently and was beginning to see an improvement.
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One of Gordon’s great pleasures was his New Year’s Eve quizzes.
He would spend weeks before-hand thinking up impossible
questions and chuckle to himself. The average winning score would
be 4 out of 40 and they became a huge joke.
So here’s Gordon signing off with one final question for you:
A byte is 8 bits and a nibble is half a byte. Put byte, bit and nibble in
increasing order size – smallest first.
Pat Brooke and family
GWYNETH PRIDMORE
Gwyneth died on 12th May 2020, peacefully in the MHA home in
Mapplewell Nr. Barnsley. She had been a member at Lidgett Park
for just a few years after worshipping at Shadwell and Oxford Place,
and for many years before that at the old Trinity Methodist Church
on Roundhay Road, which is where our friendship began. She took
me under her wing when I had my first baby and we remained
friends ever since. She took great delight in knowing that her son
and mine were also great friends. Our families shared many times
together including all family celebrations. As Gwyneth's health
deteriorated we were unable to go far afield but she always enjoyed
going to the Church cafe at Shadwell where they remembered her
and made us both welcome.
I would like to share these words from Iona that were used at
Gwyneth's funeral which of course I was unable to attend.
Into the freedom of wind and sunshine we let you go
Into the dance of the stars and the planets we let you go
Into the wind's breath and the hands of the star maker we let you go
We love you, we miss you, we want you to be happy
Go safely, go dancing, go running home to God.
Margaret Lee.
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REMEMBERING JOAN BOWERS
Joan was born in Derby where she met Michael. They were
married at Lower Dale Methodist Chapel where they became
active members and worked on a number of activities connected
with the church. When Michael became a civil engineer Joan
supported him, moving to various locations as he worked on a
number of projects including motorways and reservoirs. When
they eventually settled in Leeds Joan became involved in the
Women’s Institute in Roundhay where she made many long
standing friendships.
Joan had an interest in encouraging young people to read, and
studied to gain a Diploma in teaching children with special needs.
She also enjoyed being able to help in local schools. Joan was an
avid reader herself and could be seen regularly browsing the
bookstall at our Saturday coffee mornings.
At Lidgett Park Joan enjoyed the Ladies’ Group and served on the
Committee for several years. She was a committed supporter of
the drama group and supported many of the project events and
concerts.
The Bowers’ New Year parties were legendary. Joan and Michael
had a knack of inviting people who did not necessarily know each
other, but who could find interests in common. Joan was
especially sympathetic to those who were spending their first
Christmas alone.
Visitors were always welcome at the Bowers’ House where there
would be an opportunity to catch up with the news over a cup of
tea and enjoy a good laugh. We shall miss Joan’s friendship and
kindness and extend our sympathy to Douglas and the rest of the
family.
Jean Todd
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BOOK REVIEW
Rich Christians in an age of hunger by Ronald Sider
I've been re-reading quite a lot of old books. Does anyone
remember 'Rich Christians in an age of Hunger' ? It was written
by Ronald Sider in the mid seventies and made a big impression
on many of the congregation I was part of at the time. I was
interested to learn that he is still alive and still writing. It was
written for an American readership but has some adjustments in
order to make sense to Brits. My first thought was how dated it
seems. At the time China was regarded as a third world country.
Much of what he says about Western overconsumption remains
relevant but I wonder if now we would apply the same principles
to other issues. He argues for a more equitable distribution of
food, would we now argue for a more equitable distribution of
vaccines? Refugees and global conflict don't figure much in his
book but I suspect similar principles would apply. How about the
way climate change disproportionately affects the poor compared
with the rich and should we be as exercised about what
christians could or should be doing about that? So, still as
thought provoking as it was 45 years ago but maybe with a
slightly different emphasis. I'd be interested to know other
people's thoughts, I'll gladly lend my copy to anyone unfamiliar
with it.
Pat Nolan

LIDGETT PARK LADIES' GROUP
Well, Ladies, it's almost a year since we last met together in our
companionable Group. How much longer we'll have to wait is up to
this 'controlling' virus. Most of us have managed to keep in touch via
Zoom, telephone, email, Rev. Tanya and Mary Patchett, Stan
Pearson with The Link, and the baking/delivering done by those
capable ladies every month until recently.
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Most of you will have had your 1st vaccination (and what a relief
that was, wasn't it). Can't wait to get the next one - then we really
will feel we are making progress. We've still to be careful though
and probably will not be able to get together for our regular
meetings until the Autumn - when Anne and I will have to quickly
arrange something memorable.
So, until we meet again, look after yourselves, keep your spirits
up and hopeful.
Thinking of you,
Lynne and Anne

RENEWAL
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When Life has lost its lustre
And it’s lled with dull rou ne
When you long to run away from it
Seeking pastures “New and Green”
Remember, no one runs away from life
Without nding when they do
You can’t escape the thoughts you think
That are pressing down on you
For though the scenery may be di erent
It’s the same old heart and mind
And the same old restless longings
That you tried to leave behind.
So when your heart is heavy
And your day is dull with care
Instead of trying to escape
Why not withdraw in prayer.
For in prayer there is renewal
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Of the spirit, mind and heart
For everything is li ed up in which God has a part………..
For when we go to God in Prayer
Our thoughts are rearranged
So even though our problems have not been solved or
changed
Somehow the good Lord gives us
The power to understand
That He who holds tomorrow
Is the One who holds our hand.
Anonymous
With thanks to Irene Rajah who found it on a card in a Scripture Union
bookshop.
THE LORD'S PRAYER 1 — A MEDITATION
In this short article I want us to meditate on the first of what I call
the three earthly petitions in he Lord's prayer, namely:Your kingdom come. Your will be done on earth.
For some of the following thoughts, I am indebted to the late New
Testament scholar, Professor William Barclay.
Your kingdom come. Your will be done on earth
The phrase, the Kingdom of God, is used very often in prayer,
preaching and Christian writing. But what does it mean?
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In much Hebrew writing (and it is especially common in the Psalms)
the second part of a statement amplifies or explains the first part.
“Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth” gives a perfect
definition of the Kingdom of God. In modern English it becomes
“The Kingdom of God is a society on earth where God's will is
perfectly done.” To be in the Kingdom is to obey the will of God.
Hence, we can see that the Kingdom is not something which has to
do with nations. It is something which has to do with each one of
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us. Being in the Kingdom is the most personal thing in the world
and it demands the submission of my (your) will, my (your) heart,
my (your) life to God. It is only when each one of us makes that
personal commitment that the Kingdom can come. Being in the
Kingdom ensures that through God's transforming love, we are in
a right relationship with all our fellow beings and with the planet.
But what are we to submit to? To the sure belief in the enduring
and transformational power of God's love, and all that follows from
it as we live out our daily lives. And we can be sure of that love. As
the Quaker poet Whittier wrote: I know not where God's islands lift
Their fronded palms in air.
I only know I cannot drift
Beyond God's love and care.
And now the challenge. In our daily doings are we close to being
in God's Kingdom? Do we consistently show the transforming
power of love in everything we think, say, and do?
Next month we will look at the second petition “Give us this day
our daily bread.”
Gerry Leake
PROJECT UPDATE. MARCH 2021.
The last time the bakers baked was in the middle of November
and since then our customers have been bereft (we hope!) We
have been trying to think of ways to begin baking again and so, in
February, we began our “Baking Buddies” idea.
For those of you who have not been regular customers, this will
be something of a news item and apologies for that. The twelve
bakers on the Project baking group, which includes some people
who are not on the Project committee, will each bake for one or
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possibly two people and deliver directly to them. The list of available
baking is necessarily reduced and there is a maximum number of
items that can be ordered. We have had to restrict our mailing list to
those who have bought from us regularly in the past. Once we see
what the demand is from these people, we may then be able to
expand to others who may wish to place an order. Obviously, the
very maximum number of people we can cater for is 24 and most
probably fewer than that. Safe practice guidelines have been written
to which all the bakers will adhere.
We are very aware that the past few months have been difficult for
us all and we were very concerned that we did not open up any
possibility at all of transmitting the new variant. We are also aware
that the Church is losing a considerable amount of income from
being unable to let the halls etc. and, given that that is the focus of
the project this year, we wanted to start our fund-raising as soon as
safely possible. We feel that time is now.
In January, we had offered a lasagne lunch and dessert menu which
proved very popular but which we sadly had to postpone. We hope
that as more people become vaccinated and as the lockdown
restrictions begin to ease, we will be able to re-offer this – or
something similar. Watch for further news!
Our baking delivery has, in a very small way, enabled people to see
others from church in “real life” and have a chat on the doorstep
when the baking is delivered. This has given the group a great deal
of satisfaction and has been a source of enjoyment for bakers and
customers alike. We have all missed this – and the challenge of
baking rather larger quantities of food than we would normally! This
time, some of us will be faced with baking some-one else’s recipe –
perhaps for the first time – as we share our recipes between us!
If any of you are yet to purchase David’s cd, perhaps it would be a
gift idea for Easter? Kathy would be pleased to hear from you if so.
We will keep you up to date on how our Baking Buddies is working
and look forward, like the rest of you, to being able to meet up again
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to share in worship and social occasions. Until then, our
continuing best wishes and thanks for all your on-going support.
Margaret Farrar
On behalf of the Project baking group : Betty Ashton, Kathy
Benson, Pat Brooke, Heather Crosby, Jenny Dalton, Val Faint,
Mary Patchett, Jan Rippin, Jan Sanders, Wendy Taylor, Sue
Wittrick.
END NOTE
Why, we might ask ourselves, when the world faces such
horrendous problems do we let nationalism and self-interest get in
the way of a meaningful response. Why is it that politics always
seems to descend into petty quarrelling with the obfuscation of the
truth? When the world faces the crises of climate change, the
control of the current pandemic, economic ruin and a great division
between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’ do we not see that only by
working together in the interest of all do we have even the remotest
chance of getting through all this. And yet the media are full of
conflict and talk of war.
The word quarrel has several different meanings in the Oxford
English Dictionary but one which caught my eye is that it was the
name for a short heavy arrow or bolt used in a crossbow or
arbalest, in other words, something intended to destroy or inflict
damage.
I came across the following passage in Jonathan Sacks’ book The
Dignity of Difference: how to avoid the clash of civilisations (2002,
Continuum, London and New York pp 59-60)
We encounter God in the face of a stranger [his italics]. That,
I believe, is the Hebrew Bible’s single greatest and most
counterintuitive contribution to ethics. God creates
difference; therefore it is in one-who-is-different that we meet
God. Abraham encounters God when he invites three
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strangers into his tent. Jacob meets God when he wrestles
with an unknown adversary alone at night. The book of
Ruth, which tells of the prehistory of David, Israel’s greatest
king, reaches its climax when Ruth says to Boaz (her
‘redeemer’), ‘Why have I found favour in your eyes such
that you recognise me, although I am a stranger’ (2:10).
The human other is the trace of the Divine Other. ………
The supreme religious challenge is to see God’s image in
one who is not in our image.
So, perhaps one of the things we can do as we go through Lent is
to pray that God will help us to avoid turning inwards and instead
turn outwards to those around us.
Stan Pearson
A MEDITATION AND A PRAYER
Taken from A Daily Prayer Companion (1997, Paul Sheppy for the
Joint Liturgical Group, The Canterbury Press, Norwich).
Sometimes we are tempted to look at the world and think it is
wicked. ‘The world has gone to the devil,’ we say. Yet it is the world
of God’s making, and God saw its goodness. Even at its darkest
moments, God’s purpose had been to save it from its selfdestruction. This world in which we live is not so easily cast away;
the evil, the brokenness, the pain of the world are not its purpose
or its underlying nature. The cross of Jesus is not just wickedness;
for out of the horror of death God works to bring out good.
A Prayer
I am here loving God. I am broken, mend me; I have fallen, set me
on my feet; I am fearful, fill me with your love. I have broken others,
forgive me and help me mend relationships. I have tripped up
others, grant me grace to help them stand again. I have caused
others to fear, teach me to love them; through Jesus Christ our
Lord. Amen.
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SIGNS OF HOPE
What a change we see in a couple of weeks! The snow has gone
and the spring flowers are beginning to come. So too we look
forward to a better year with falling infection rates and the promise
of a return to meeting with friends and family. Things remain
uncertain but we have reason to be glad.
A FEW WORDS OF WISDOM
Among all forms of mistake, prophecy is the most gratuitous.
George Eliot
Friendship requires great communication between friends.
Otherwise, it can be neither born or exist.
St Francis de Sales
Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.
Albert Einstein
It is those who have a deep and real inner life who are best able to
deal with the irritating details of outer life.
Evelyn Underhill
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